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Delhi is Indiaâ€™s Capital city and it had always been a historical capital city at different periods,
particularly Mughal kingdoms operating their affairs with Delhi as their Headquarters, leaving a
number of monuments acquiring historical importance.

Delhi city by itself makes the visitor to tour the whole day just for having a glimpse of ancient
monuments and the places to visit in Delhi include some of the awe inspiring spots recently
developed by Delhi Tourism Corporation mainly to enthuse visitors to Delhi, which spots include

â€¢Swaminarayan Akshardham , with high domes and awe inspiring statues of deities, in a single
complex having three exhibition halls around two mammoth pond, which  are referred as
Sahajanand Darshan, Neelkanth Darshan and Sanskruti Vihar, the tour of which spot includes a
memorable boat ride experience which offers information on Indiaâ€™s glorious heritage events.

â€¢Azad Hind Gram, newly developed Delhi tourism complex at Tikri Kalan in Delhi Haryana border,
to honor Nehtaji Subhas Chandra Bose, which has with it an amphitheater, shopping arcades, food
kiosks, convention facilities and all modern amenities that a tourist complex would need

â€¢Bahai Temple, a structure constructed in the shape of Lotus flower, representing Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism and Islam giving scope for members of all faiths to visit and observe meditation
in the vast meditation hall with beautiful architecture around, maintaining serenity, which is one of
the seven such temples in the world.

â€¢Dilli Haat, a modern village created by Delhi tourism, in which thousands of artisans from all over
the country take stalls and work on their craftsmanship, selling the arts and crafts material in fair and
deserving prices, at the same time the touring visitors can have delicious food varieties from any
part of the country, all available here for the visitors to devour.

â€¢Garden of Five Senses, a project developed by Delhi Tourism Corporation to facilitate free
interaction of public, developed in a spectacular fashion in an area of twenty acre space, where
wonderful pieces of modern architecture and sculpture art are exhibited, with serene and admirable
walkway for public to walk and enjoy, amidst natural surroundings of flower plants and birds flying all
around.

Travel agencies organize conducted Delhi tours, which are designed for sight seeing and
entertainment, and also for various Delhi tours to visit destinations such as Agra, Jaipur,
Chandigarh, Amritsar, Haridwar, Manali, Simla and many other important places around, and all
these packages of Delhi tourism can easily be booked online in the Travel Agentsâ€™ Web portals.
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a Delhi Tour - Get discounted deals available on India New Delhi Tour Packages at MakeMyTrip.
Enjoy New Delhi Tours, vacation Tours New Delhi, New Delhi Tourism at lowest prices. Also check
our other theme destination packages.
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